
It’s all about
Mail and Email »
Working together to create greater 1 to 1 
relationships with your customers_ 



Back in 2007 Royal Mail commissioned some research which showed that if you 
want to have 1 to 1 conversations with your customers, mail and email should be 
used together.

What mail was good at email was less good at, and vice versa.

However, a revolution was just around the corner. 2007 was also the year the iPhone 
was launched. Smart devices have transformed the way consumers access and 
manage information so completely it’s hard to believe they’re just seven years old.  
In fact, we now connect with brands so often when we’re on the move you might 
think we’ve become totally digital. 

But is that how consumers see themselves? Are digital media fundamentally 
changing the way people think about what they do in the physical world? Over the 
next few pages you’ll discover how consumers respond to digital media and how  
this is redefining their response to physical channels such as mail.
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Email has many benefits. It can be a cost-effective medium and basic emails 
are easy to produce and to send out.

They enable you to send links to interesting content and to your own websites 
which makes it easy for customers to purchase from you, perhaps incentivised 
by special offers and online vouchers and codes. Email is certainly a very 
efficient, direct medium. 

However, a study of email analytics by Litmus in 2013 revealed that over half  
of emails are deleted within two seconds of being opened. And the actual open 
rates were only 21% and 29% for acquisition and retention respectively. 

There’s a strong suggestion that, as more and more content is being consumed 
on the move (and as people feel they’re getting too many emails), the vast 
majority of emails are not even being opened, and those that are being opened 
get deleted with little more than a glance. This begs the question, who are you 
not reaching?

What consumers do with email_

1.DMA National Email Benchmarketing Report, 2013
2.Litmus Email Analytics, 2013
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open retention emails1
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of emails are deleted 
within two seconds2
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Consumers associate mail and email with very different characteristics. 

But if you’re putting together a marketing plan these characteristics can also be 
seen as complementary: 

  Email is seen as being quick and informal. A simple piece of information or 
news that people can glance at and get in a moment. 

  Mail is believable and reliable. In fact all of the top associations show that it is 
a medium of authority. This makes it perfectly suited for communications that 
are formal or official.

What’s also interesting is that mail is seen as ‘personal’ in a way that email is not 
– even though both are targeted and personalised.

Consumers are perhaps being influenced by the high volume of emails they are 
now receiving. Alternatively, it may be the physical nature of mail and the tactile 
way people interact with it that gives it a higher status.

Royal Mail MarketReach, Mail and Digital Part 2, Quadrangle, 2014  

Question asked (S3Q10): Please choose the words that you most associate with the different ways that [industry sector]  
communicate with you? Base: All respondents n=2375

Mail and email have very different characteristics_

Numbers = Index
(Average 100)

Mail

Personal 214

Formal 360
Official 321

Important 274

Believable 278 
Reliable 253

Considered 288
Informative 235

Email

Quick 302
Spontaneous 244

Informative 217 
Smart 214

Informal 209
Interesting 223
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Want to demonstrate to your customers that you value them? Sending them mail  
is considerably more likely to achieve this. You’ll earn significantly more time with 
them and create a better impression.

How mail earns you time with your audience_

Email Mail

Feel more valued
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56%
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25%
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31%

Spend a lot of time reading it

Grabs attention

Gives a better impression

Royal Mail MarketReach, Mail and Digital Part 1, Quadrangle, 2013

Question asked (S4Q4): Thinking just about the messages you get from businesses, please tell me whether you think [statement]  
is most true of mail, or of email in your opinion? Base: all respondents (n=1,000)
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The big story that comes out of our research is that the best strategy is to 
combine mail and email. 

What we’ve also discovered is that if we compare perceptions from the findings 
of our two research projects (2007 and 2013), the core strengths of mail have 
not just endured, they have grown even stronger.

Nowadays, 56% of consumers say mail grabs their attention, up from 47% in 
2007, and 10% more say they spend a lot of time reading it, compared to 2007. 

The biggest increase though is in the number of us who say receiving mail makes 
us feel more valued which is now 57%, around a third higher than in 2007. 

Grabbing attention, creating a good impression and making consumers feel 
more valued. These are three things that every brand and organisation strives 
for. They’re also three things that mail is even better at delivering than it used to 
be in the days before superfast broadband access, before the smartphone and 
mobile internet. 

2007 2013
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What consumers think about mail_

Royal Mail, D Loves E, Quadrangle, 2007
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things happen »
It seems that the perceived value and authority of mail translates into 
physical interactions. 

Mail delivers more cut-through and is far more likely to be opened than email. 
Research reveals that 69% will open a letter from a company about a promotion 
or special offer. Furthermore, 60% will open mail if it’s from a company about  
a product or service they don’t currently have.

Understandably, we engage more with organisations we’ve already dealt with. 
But even when mail is received from businesses we haven’t used before, more 
than half of communications are opened. Of those opened pieces, 43% lead to 
some kind of interaction.

Mail makes things happen »

21

Door to door mail such as leaflets, postcards and flyers also deliver strong 
cut-through, with 59% of people saying they open it. 

What’s more, recipients actually spend time with mail. On average, they keep mail 
around the house for more than two weeks. Although most marketers know, from 
responses that come much later than two weeks, many people keep mail for much 
longer. And with some mail such as catalogues and customer magazines, people 
spend time reading it. 

Royal Mail MarketReach, Media Moments Ethnographic Quant, Brass Insight, 2014

Question asked: What did you do with [Item type]? (Base: all receiving item described, n=192-463)

Consumers don’t just open mail...
They interact with it and keep it too_

OPEN INTERACT

Statement, bill or information update 83% 69%

Brochure from a company I have ordered from before 71% 56%

Letter – promotion or special offer 69% 55%

Letter – about a product/service they don’t have 60% 43%

Leaflet without an address about a product or service 59% 43%

Leaflet without an address about a promotion/offer 54% 43%

Brochure from company not ordered from before 54% 43%

Advertising  
mail is kept for 

17 days 
on average
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and when to mail »
We asked people what types of communications they wanted from companies 
they already have relationships with. Their feelings are clear:

  Email is perfect for eliciting an instant response, for confirmations and  
follow-ups. For example, emails are good for acknowledging an order or 
enquiry or for informing people about deliveries. They’re also useful for asking 
customers if they’d like to be notified when new items become available. 

  Email also scores highest for news and updates – messages that typically 
require a quick glance or messages about events that are happening soon.

  For catalogues, brochures and communications that require time to read they 
strongly prefer to receive printed versions in the mail. They can then consider 
the contents and keep the information around the home.  

  Mail is seen as a medium of authority, so people still prefer to get bills and 
statements in a physical form. 

  Since mail makes people feel valued, it’s also the preferred medium for 
loyalty communications.

When to email and when to mail »
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Combining the 
strengths of  
mail and email »
Putting these findings together we can see how combining mail and email can be 
very beneficial to organisations and brands.

Email is quick, easy to read, informative and easy to respond to. It’s suited to quick 
messages such as acknowledging an enquiry or giving customers specific pieces 
of information such as delivery times and it’s perfect for following up on enquiries 
or requests. 

People also feel it has an informal quality. It’s the equivalent of saying ‘just thought 
you’d like to know’. 

Mail is a more immersive medium. It grabs our attention, draws us into a 
communication and then holds our attention. So mail is suited to messages 
that require greater consideration than email, or occasions when we need to 
communicate more information. We see this in the way people like to browse 
through catalogues and brochures, or dip into them over extended periods. 
Similarly, when we join a new service we will often hold onto a welcome pack 
or membership guide for future reference. 

Another good time to use mail is when we want to make recipients feel valued, 
when we want to show our customers we care. This is an important differentiator 
for the medium. It’s hard to build a strong relationship that goes beyond the purely 
functional if all you do is drop your customers quick notes. Mail is the medium  
that allows you to take your time to tell them more about you, about your products 
and services. 

When you do this effectively, customers respond positively (and often by email). 
They say that mail creates a better impression and will usually take the time to 
read it. 

Brands face a big challenge trying to be seen and heard today, never mind being 
cared about. There are more demands on people’s time than ever and they 
receive more communications. 

Mail and email work on different levels, but in 
ways that complement each other_
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Grabs 
attention

Considered and 
informative

Makes recipient 
feel valued

Gives a better 
impression

Email

Quick

Easy to 
respond to

Informal

Good for 
follow-up
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Combining the strengths of mail and email »


